Mk6 supra

My lovely Volkswagen Beetle is in fine health and getting ever better, a fine and good piece of
A-to-B transportation that maybe drives like a piece of farm equipment with good suspension.
What I should not do is buy a third-generation Toyota Supra for a couple grand, right? An
automatic one of these could come in at around 4, pounds, and while other versions might dip
down to about 3, , these things still have deserved reputations as heavyweights, particularly
since the turbo 7M-GTE straight six which traces its roots back to the GT still only made about
horsepower from its 3. For the MA70, as we had in the States, that was as good as it got. An
MA70, by contrast, will not. This is not the car for me. A manual-swapped Cressida with a 1JZ is
the car for me. I know it in my heart. As the world goes crazy for freshly-importable Chasers and
Skylines, the easily-overlooked Supra seems like the move. The A. Car Buying. Raphael Orlove.
Raphael Orlove Posts Email Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Patrick
George. This is secretly Best Supra 2. The name " supra " is derived from the Latin prefix,
meaning "above", "to surpass" or "go beyond". The initial four generations of the Supra were
produced from to The fifth generation has been produced since March and went on sale in May
In turn, Toyota also stopped using the prefix Celica and named the car Supra. The first, second
and third generations of the Supra were assembled at the Tahara plant in Tahara, Aichi , while
the fourth generation was assembled at the Motomachi plant in Toyota City. The Supra also
traces much of its roots back to the GT owing to an inline-6 layout. The first three generations
were offered with a direct descendant to the Crown 's and GT's M engine. Interior aspects were
also similar, as was the chassis code "A". Along with this name, Toyota also included its own
logo for the Supra. It was derived from the original Celica logo, being blue instead of orange.
This logo was used until January , when the A70 Supra was introduced. The new logo was
similar in size, with orange writing on a red background, but without the dragon design. That
logo, in turn, was on Supras until when Toyota switched to its current oval company logo. The
dragon logo was a Celica logo regardless of what colour it was. It appeared on the first two
generations of the Supra because they were officially Toyota Celicas. The dragon logo was used
for the Celica line until it too was discontinued. In , Toyota ceased sales of the fourth generation
of the Supra in the United States, [6] production of the fourth generation of the Supra ended in
In January , the fifth generation of the Supra, which was co-developed with the G29 Z4, was
introduced. The first generation of the Supra was based largely upon the Toyota Celica liftback ,
but was longer by The doors and rear section were shared with the Celica but the front panels
were elongated to accommodate the Inline-6 instead of the Celica's 4-cylinder engine. Toyota's
original plan for the Supra at this time was to make it a competitor to the very popular Datsun
now Nissan Z-car. The Japanese model was equipped with the smaller 2. Both engines were
equipped with electronic fuel injection. The Supra was first exported outside Japan in January
Transmission options for the model were either a 5-speed manual W50 or an optional 4-speed
automatic transmission A40D. Both transmissions featured an overdrive gear. The car also
came standard with 4-wheel disc brakes and featured a four-link rear suspension with coil
springs, lateral track bar , and stabilizer bar. The front suspension consisted of MacPherson
struts and a stabilizer bar. The interior of the Supra had optional power windows and power
locks as part of the convenience package. The convenience package also included cruise
control and special door trim with door pull straps with an optional sunroof. As for standard
features, in the centre console there was an extendable map light and a flip-top armrest, which
provided storage. Some other features were the tilt steering wheel, deep zippered pockets on
the backs of the front seats, and a tonneau cover under the liftback. The mid , changes for the
model year US model were mostly cosmetic. The interior received a redesigned center console
and a digital quartz clock. In addition, body molded mudflaps became available. On cars
finished in copper metallic and white, the mudflaps were painted the body colour while the
mudflaps were left black on all other colours. On the rear of the mudflaps, the word "Celica"
was painted in white lettering. The official Supra site [6] also notes that there was an addition of
optional leather-trimmed seating and automatic climate-control. In August for the model year ,
the Supra received an upgrade in displacement with the 2. The car's automatic transmission
was changed to the revised Toyota A43D and it gained a revised final drive gearing. Because of
the change in engine and transmission a new chassis code of MA47 was given to the model.
Also in for the model year , a new Sports Performance Package became an option, which
included sport suspension, raised white letter tyres, and front and rear spoilers. This also
marked the last year that an 8-track tape player was offered in any Supra. It was offered in Japan
during the years â€”, and was redesigned in Toyota obtained engineering assistance from Lotus
Cars , and supplied some components for use in the Lotus Excel. In worldwide markets, it was
sold as the Celica Supra. In , the Celica XX introduced the world's first navigation computer. In
mid , Toyota completely redesigned the Celica Supra as well as the entire Celica lineup for the
model year. Still based on the Celica platform, there were several key differences, most notably

the design of the front end and fully retractable pop-up headlights. Other differences were the
inline-six rather than four-cylinder engine, as well as an increase in length and wheelbase to
accommodate the larger engine. Cars installed with the 5M engine were slightly wider, while
other models remained compliant with Japanese dimension regulations. The four-door
performance saloon called the Celica Camry was realigned with the Japanese market Chaser ,
while in North America the Cressida took on that role. In the North American market, the Celica
Supra was available in two distinct models. While being mechanically identical, they were
differentiated by the available options; tire size, wheel size, and body trim. The P-type had
fiberglass fender flares over the wheel wells, while the L-type did not. The P-type was also
standard with the more sporty eight-way adjustable seats. The P-type did not get the option of a
leather interior until All editions of the P-type had the same 14x7-inch aluminum alloy wheels
and throughout the years the L-type had 14x5. The L-type also had the option of a digital
instrument cluster with a trip computer ; some Canadian models both L-types and P-types had
this option as well as a few rare instances of American models. The L-type cluster was easily
distinguished from the P-type cluster, by the 'ECT' function written on the dial plate. The digital
cluster featured a digital tachometer, digital speedometer, and electronic fuel level and coolant
level gauges. The trip computer could calculate and display various things such as fuel
economy in miles-per-gallon, estimated time of arrival ETA , and distance remaining to
destination. Supras with trip computers also came with cruise control. Excluding the model, all
P-types were available with headlight washers as an option, but the L-types were never given
such an option. Although gear ratios changed throughout the years, all P-types came standard
with a limited slip differential. For , in the North American market, the Celica Supra's engine was
the 2. The engine used an 8. The standard transmission for this year was the W58 5-speed
manual with the A43DL 4-speed automatic transmission being an option for L-types. Both
transmissions featured an overdrive gear and the automatic featured a locking torque converter.
The model's rear differential featured a 3. The Celica Supra's four-wheel independent
suspension was specially tuned and designed by Lotus and featured variable assisted power
rack-and-pinion steering and MacPherson struts up front. At the rear, it had semi-trailing arm
suspension with coil springs and a stabilizer bar. Braking on the Celica Supra was handled by
four-wheel disc brakes. On the interior, this generation had standard power windows, power
door locks, and power mirrors as well as a tilt steering wheel. The power door lock was located
in the center console next to the power mirror control. The optional automatic climate control
was renovated and was now seen as a standard feature on the A Cruise control and a
retractable map light was standard in this generation. The optional cassette stereo had a watt
power amplifier and a seven-band graphic equalizer. Leather interior was an option on the
L-type model, but the P-type models limited to standard striped cloth interior. There was a key
lock on the gas tank door in lieu of a remote release and the hatch and rear bumper were black
regardless of exterior colour on the rest of the car. The P-type was available with an optional
rear window visor above the hatch glass. The tail lights had a reverse light in the centre and the
door handles opened the doors by pulling sideways. The front nose badge and B-pillar only
read "Supra" for the first several months of production, but were changed to read "Celica
Supra" midway through the model year. The L-type had front and rear mudflaps but P-type of
this year did not. The only real change in the engine area was the switch from a vacuum
advanced to an electronic advanced distributor, yet that did not increase the power output.
Toyota switched to a 4. It had an electronic controller that would adjust its shift pattern for a
balance between performance and economy. It was the first in the industry to provide an
electronically controlled transmission ECT. This allowed the driver to choose either the "power"
driving mode or "normal" driving mode at the touch of the button. The power mode provided the
quickest acceleration and the normal mode provided the best all-around performance. The
interior virtually had no changes, but changes to the exterior included a switch to a power mast
antenna, mudflaps on all models, and the addition of headlight washers on the P-type. All
B-pillar and nose badges for cars sold in North America read "Celica Supra" and only the P-type
was available in two-tone colour schemes. Changes for the model year were significant. The
increase was achieved by a mixture of a redesigned intake manifold with "D"-shaped intake
runners and an increase in compression ratio to: 9. All automatic models retained the previous
years power statistics, but the rear gear ratio was changed to 4. The most notable exterior
changes included the switch to wraparound front turn signals, the option of either a rear wing
spoiler mounted high up on the rear hatch, or rear window and quarter window louvers. Also,
the tail-lights were redesigned and the hatch received a billboard "Supra" sticker instead of the
smaller sticker, which was previously positioned on the right. The rear hatch and bumper was
changed and received the same colour as the rest of the car instead of the black of previous
years. The door handles were also switched, opening by pulling up instead of sideways.

Two-tone paint schemes also became available on both the P-type and L-type models. Some
interior controls such as the steering wheel, cruise control, and door lock switch were
redesigned. The previous year's cassette and equalizer stereo option was now made a standard
feature. The Supra was redesigned again in All models of this year had the same amount of
power both automatic models and 5-speed models. Other changes would be a redesigned, more
integrated sunshade and spoiler on the rear hatch. The rear spoiler was changed from a
one-piece to a two-piece. The option of a leather interior remained exclusive now for the P-Type.
Toyota added a standard factory theft deterrent system and the outside mirrors were equipped
with a defogger that activated with the rear defroster. All Supras this year received automatic-off
lights that also encompassed an automatic illuminated entry and fade-out system. While was to
be the last year of production of the second generation model, delays in production of the third
generation model led to a surplus of second generation models. During the first half of the
P-type was still offered for sale, with only minor cosmetic changes as well as the addition of a
now mandatory rear-mounted third brake light on the hatch. These were all labelled officially as
models. The P-type were the only model available for the model year. The second generation of
the Supra came in a variety of options around the world as well as only being offered during
select years. From August to , the Celica XX, as it was named in Japan, had fender mirrors and
came in four models depending on the engine: [18]. From August to , the Celica XX had
door-mounted mirrors and the same four engines options but with performances improvements.
In February , the bonds between the Celica and the Supra were cut; they were now two
completely different models. The Celica changed to a front-wheel drive layout, using the Toyota
"T" platform associated with the Corona , while the Supra kept its rear-wheel-drive layout.
Although initially only available with naturally aspirated engines , a turbocharged version was
added in the model year. The Supra was now mechanically related to the Soarer. All Japanese
market models with the various versions of the 2. Both versions of the engine contained 4
valves per cylinder and dual overhead cams. The turbocharged 7M-GTE engine was Toyota's
first distributor-less engine offered in the US which used coil packs sitting on the cam covers
and a cam position sensor driven by the exhaust camshaft. This was mostly due to a redesign
of the wastegate. Spare tyres were full-sized but on steel wheels. The naturally aspirated model
came standard with the W58 manual transmission. The turbocharged models included the R
manual transmission. Both were available with the optional 4-speed AE automatic transmission.
The third-generation of the Supra represented an arsenal of new technology. In , options
available for the Supra included a 3-channel ABS and TEMS which gave the driver two settings
which affected the damper rates; a third was automatically activated at wide open throttle , hard
braking and high speed maneuvering. ACIS Acoustic Control Induction System , a method of
controlling air compression pulses inside the intake piping to increase power, was also a part of
the 7M-GE 's technological arsenal. All models were fitted with double wishbone suspension
front and rear. A targa top was offered in all model years along with a metal power sliding
sunroof added in The third generation of the Supra was introduced in February as a stand-alone
model, officially being separate from the Celica. The new Supra would continue to move upscale
and become a showcase for Toyota's technology. The Supra was powered by a 3. The A70
Supra Turbo was introduced in The inter-cooled, turbocharged version of the 3. This was
accomplished with 3 coils being shared. The Turbo model also included an engine oil cooler
and an integrated rear spoiler. The sports package, which was standard on the Turbo and
optional on the base model, included a limited slip differential LSD , TEMS, and headlamp
washers. Changes for the model year were nominal with the exception of the discontinuation of
two-toned brown exterior paint. The spoiler mounted brake light changed from a square to a
trapezoid shape. Seat pattern was changed from squares to lines, and "foil" on climate control
and switch gear changed from light to dark gray. Japanese buyers could select from six
different trim packages starting with the top level 3. All Japanese models came with either a
5-speed manual transmission or the 4-speed automatic transmission with ECT-s except the G
and the S on which the ECT-s wasn't available. In Japan, the 3. Climate control was also
standard on all turbocharged models, and leather interior was only available on the GT Turbo
Limited. Changes for the model year include modifications to the wastegate actuator, feed
location and engine management increased power output by 1. The engine mount and brace
were also revised in late The changes made to the cross member and mounts made to
accommodate the 1JZ engine for Japanese models. The protective body molding was also
changed by taking away the steel reinforcement. This made the molding lighter and prevented
the rusting problem found on the previous year models. The "white package" was introduced as
well, featuring white body molding and white "saw blade" wheels. Interior choices were limited
to blue and burgundy only. Other than pure cosmetics changes, there was nothing different
from other models. All models received rear 3-point seat belts to replace the previous years'

two-point lap belts. New tail lights, front bumper with integrated lower grille as opposed to the
previous years' detachable grille , side mirrors, turn signals, upper grilles, foglights, steering
wheel, door panels, climate control, window switches and bezels, and stereo. Addition of coat
hooks on B-pillar and removal of rear seat pockets round out interior changes. Turbo models
received three piece spoiler with an integrated LED brake light. In addition to an airbag and
airbag indicator light on dashboard, the left side of the switch panel was also redesigned, which
replaced one of the coin slots with the dimmer. The lower dashboard panel became a two piece
design, which was also much heavier than the previous one piece panel owing to a change in
material. Finally, the memory lever on the steering column was removed. In short, a plethora of
the changes for the and were from the interior. For the model year, the wheel design was
changed to 5-spoke wheels. Body molding changed in colour to better match the exterior. The
front "Supra" emblem was also changed to the current corporate oval Toyota symbol was used
from this model year onwards. The speedometer was also revised, and included more lines that
were removed in , but still did not have as many one line per mph as New interior colours,
namely shadow gray and deep red, were introduced, which marked the end of medium gray, tan
and burgundy. Blue interior became only available on white packages, and those with blue
paint. Burgundy was replaced with white package-only deep red. Every other body colour
received a shadow gray interior, with leather interiors retaining medium gray seats and interior
inserts. Front speakers were changed from 3. Beginning in , Toyota began to offer a factory
spoiler-style panel sunroof. These sunroofs are now highly sought after and rare since they
were introduced in the ending production years of the A70 Supra. For the model year, the
leather shadow gray interiors received black seats and inserts. Non-turbo models lost the
option of a targa top, and a new optional subwoofer was available. Subwoofer-equipped Supras
did without the rear bins and wooden "floorboard". Instead, rear carpet was molded to the spare
tire, and there was a cut-out for the woofer housing. The JZA70 has a 2. The wheels were
painted charcoal grey, and the front bumper lip featured channeled air ducts for the front
brakes. The Turbo-A was manufactured for 2 months during the period of September and
October and was available strictly in Japan. Thus the term 88 Spec A. Some notable differences
between the standard MA70 Supra 3. The standard CT turbo had a slightly larger inducer and
can be identified by a stamped "E" on the raised casting on the compressor housing. The
Turbo-A also benefited from a larger volume steel air cleaner instead of the factory plastic unit,
as well as thicker roll bars and ventilated brake discs all-round. The front nose features an
additional "Turbo A duct" to add airflow to the top area of the intercooler. Also unique was the
side decal and rear badging "3. All cars came standard with grey leather interior featuring a
MOMO -sourced steering wheel and shift knob. The "U" designation meant the engine came
equipped with a catalytic converter as per Japan emission laws. In the JTCC, the Supra did not
win as many races as intended, which is primarily judged on the fact it was underdeveloped and
its placement in a higher tier division under regulations because of the 3. Toyota in would
switch to racing the Corolla Levin instead in the lower tier divisions, while many privateer teams
soldiered on with the Supra until the Group A racing's final demise in A few out of many special
developed parts that were fitted to the various Group-A race cars happen to include a cast
magnesium nine litre oil pan with matching high flow oil pump, camshafts with TRD was also
responsible for the thick rear-anti squat tram-rods which were integral to the multi-link rear
suspension setup to control rear squat under hard acceleration and launching. The A80
program began in February under various teams for design, product planning, and engineering
led by Isao Tsuzuki. By the middle of , a final A80 design concept from Toyota Technical Centre
Aichi was approved and frozen for production in late The first test mules were hand-built in A70
bodies during late , followed by the first A80 prototypes being hand-assembled in This redesign
saw Toyota placing great emphasis on a more serious high-performance car. European
versions of the car also had an air intake or scoop on the hood. The twin turbochargers
operated in sequential mode instead of parallel. Initially, all of the exhaust gases are routed to
the first turbine for reduced lag. At 3, rpm, some of the exhaust gases are routed to the second
turbine for a "pre-boost" mode, although none of the compressor output is used by the engine
at this point. At 4, rpm, the second turbo's output is used to augment the first turbo's output.
Compared to the parallel mode, sequential mode turbo chargers provide quicker low RPM
response and increased high RPM boost. Each model was offered with a four-speed automatic
with manual shifting mode. All vehicles were equipped with five-spoke aluminum alloy wheels,
the naturally aspirated models had inch wheels and the turbo models had inch wheels. The
difference in wheel size was to accommodate the larger brakes equipped as standard on the
turbo model, but in Japan were optional extras. Both models had a space saver spare tyre on a
steel rim to save both space and weight. Toyota took measures to reduce the weight of this new
model. Aluminium was used for the hood, targa top when fitted , front crossmember, oil and

transmission pans, and forged upper suspension A-arms. Other measures included hollow
carpet fibers, magnesium-alloy steering wheel, plastic gas tank and lid, dished out head bolts,
gas injected rear spoiler, and a single pipe exhaust. The fourth generation model had a
front:rear weight distribution. The differences with the standard Supra was mainly with the body
kits, aiming for better aerodynamics. The new body kit made the car 60 mm wider at the front
and 50 mm wider at the rear. This allowed wider wheels to be fitted, which in turn improved the
car's lateral grip. The engine and suspension also got small modifications. Only 35 examples of
these were ever produced, each of which came with its own specially numbered VIN plate that
officially re-classified the car as a TRDGT rather than a Toyota Supra. For the model year in the
US, the turbo model was only available with the automatic transmission owing to OBD-II
certification requirements. The targa roof was also made standard on all turbo models. For ,
manual transmission returned for the optional engine along with a redesign of the tail lights,
headlights, front fascia, polished wheels, and other minor changes such as the radio and
steering wheel designs. All models included badges indicating "Limited Edition 15th
Anniversary". All turbo models came standard with the rear spoiler. For , updates were a
3-spoke steering wheel, a redesigned radio, and VVT-i on the naturally aspirated engine. In
Japan, the turbo engines were installed with VVT-i. The SZ-R model was also updated with the
introduction of a six-speed Getrag V transmission, the same used for the twin-turbo RZ models.
In , the A80 managed remarkable skidpad ratings of 0. Furthermore, a stronger yen pushed
prices up in markets outside Japan. Production continued in Japan until August , ceasing owing
to restrictive emission standards. The publication also reported that the fifth generation of the
Supra could be powered by a 3. In , Toyota applied for a trademark for the Supra name. The
trademark had to be used within three years for it to be valid. Little technical detail was
disclosed about this new concept car; other than that it has a front engine and rear wheel drive
layout. Toyota did not state whether the FT-1 would use the Supra name, or if it was even bound
for production. On 12 July , a camouflaged pre-production version of the Supra was unveiled at
the Goodwood Festival of Speed. The Supra went on sale in Japan on 17 May In the United
States, sales began on 22 July The Supra is powered by two BMW -sourced engine options: a
turbocharged 2. The 2. The test conducted by Car and Driver in May recorded the acceleration
of the 3. The RZ model is powered by the 3. A "Sport" mode and dual-zone climate control
system is standard on all three variants, as is the Toyota Supra Connect infotainment system.
All variants are also equipped with Toyota Supra Safety suite, which includes autonomous
emergency braking, lane departure alert, blind spot monitor, adaptive cruise control and
rear-cross traffic alert. This can be supplemented by an optional dashcam, which synchronises
the video with the recorded information. The Malaysian market Supra was launched on 20
September The Supra was introduced to the Mexican market on 22 August for the model year,
offered only with the 6-cylinder 3. Seven exterior colours, white, silver, blue, black metallic, and
iron were offered, with the yellow and matte grey colours having a slightly higher cost. Only 80
units were sold upon its launch. A special edition was also added, based on the North American
A91 special edition, with an electric blue exterior colour, matte black inch aluminium wheels and
an interior with leather and Alcantara in black with blue stitching. The Philippine market Supra
was launched on 9 July The Supra is offered in standard and base Track variants. The
Taiwanese market Supra is offered in 2. The 3. All variants have collision warning, automatic
high beams, automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection, lane departure warning
and a feature that recognizes road signs as standard. The first 1, cars sold are the special
Launch Edition variants which are based on the 3. All Launch Edition cars have a red coloured
wing mirrors and a replica of Akio Toyoda's signature on a carbon fiber plaque fixed to the
dashboard, mirroring the auction car. In , for the model year, two new models, the A91 Edition
and the 2. For the 3. The compression ratio was lowered from to The exhaust headers were
changed from two to six ports. The suspension was also revised and now has new bump stops
to reduce snap oversteer. The 8. A front strut tower bracing was added to the 6-cylinder models.
The 8-speed automatic transmission was retained. The 6-cylinder had "Supra" printed on the
front 6-piston calipers with the same font as its rear label. The 6-cylinder has larger exhaust tips
with a brushed finish while the 4-cylinder makes do with smaller exhaust tips that are polished.
The steering rack was carried over mechanically but was retuned electronically. Both engines
use 6. The nitro yellow exterior colour was added to the range at an additional cost. The latter
colour was exclusive to the A91 edition. Only seven units are affected by this recall notice. Of
the seven, only one was in the hands of an owner. Owners were able to glitch the cameras into
not working when backing up. A software patch fixed the issue. While Toyota used the "A90"
code for promotional and marketing materials for the fifth generation Supra, a reference to the
A40â€”A80 model and chassis codes used for previous generation Supras, the fifth generation
Supra uses BMW naming conventions. The fifth generation Supra actually uses a J29 series

code with DB model codes. It features a lowered suspension with Toyota OEM parts, BBS
center-lock racing wheels, Brembo racing calipers, a full roll cage and fire extinguisher system,
a stripped out interior, Michelin track tires and a center exit racing exhaust. It was first shown at
the March Geneva Motor Show. Inside, an FIA -standard racing seat is present featuring a
six-point harness, along with a carbon fiber instrument cluster. Motorsport ABS , a data logger
and a fire extinguisher are standard, while an illuminated car number is optional. The GT4 is
equipped with six-piston front and four-piston rear brake calipers. The roll cage and rear wing
are also carried over from the concept. The official Toyota names refer to the chassis codes
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When it comes to styling, the MotorTrend staff generally leans toward the "less is more" side of
things. Less grill would do a lot more for the Bimmer coupe's design. The Japanese aftermarket
brand is famous for its widebody kits, and Liberty Walk's touched on everything from the Lexus
LC to the Toyota Prius not kidding. The company's funky mix of Bosozoku flamboyance and
DTM-esque fender flares is bound to split opinions, and its latest endeavor is no different.
Check out Liberty Walk's recently announced styling kit for the A90 Supra. While we're not
entirely opposed to the car's wider hips, we're not quite sure the Supra's shape needed inflating
to such incredible proportions. The body kit is transformative, though, and it adds typical
Liberty Walk features such as bolt-on fender flares, a truly massive rear wing, and an equally
large diffuser. The modded Supra also features vents, splitters, and canards everywhere you

look. Not a single panel, save for the double-bubble roof, is left untouched by Liberty Walk. The
kit is available either with or without the custom hood, and prices vary based on the option you
pick. Not interested in the hood? The body panels can also be had a-la-carte, too. If the fender
flares are the only part of the kit that interests you, then that's all you have to buy. Prices for the
individual pieces are available on Liberty Walk's site. To be honest, opting only for the fender
flares might be your best betâ€”all told, the full kit is a little over the top for our tastes. Close
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